When
Minorities
Become
Majorities: The Tyranny of
Minorities
Writer John Kaminski said, “If we keep importing minorities,
we will irreversibly step down the stairway to our own
destruction.”
By 2042, at current legal and illegal immigration rates,
Mexicans, Latinos and Hispanics will become the new majority
in America. They bring their cultures that have failed them
in Mexico and Central America. They bring their language that
fails them as to progress, education and functioning
governments.
They bring their religions, which mandate
endless babies. Which, in turn, causes illiteracy from too
many children and no way to educate them.
“When minorities rule, nations strangle and die,” said
Kaminski. “We see it happening today, all over the world.
Worse than that, and something to worry about: when minorities
become majorities, they generally kill off the previous
owners.”
He continued, “To flood target nations with helpless imbeciles
is the reverse of what usually happens. Typically, an invading
power such as the East India Company was able to demand
subservience because of its superior military might no matter
how small its contingent of invaders. And it’s how Jewish
strategists can rule countries today despite being a minuscule
percentage of the population, because they control all
nations’ money supply.”
Notice in America how we are controlled by the Military
Industrial Complex.
Notice how multi-national corporations
call all the shots. Notice how huge percentages of minorities
enjoy all the welfare, but refuse to participate in education

and personal accountability. A whopping 7 out of 10 Black
children arrive without fathers and live with a single mother
on welfare.
How many and how much longer can Americans pay
for that birthing phenomenon?
“Either technique inevitably destroys the host country,” said
Kaminski.
“The one we’re getting today is a deliberately
planned Third World invasion which will produce an upsurge of
random violence (a la South Africa) necessitating a police
state crackdown in order to “restore order” (read: cancel all
civil liberties) and “guarantee the safety of law-abiding
citizens” (those who keep their mouths shut).
“The accelerated invasion of Third Worlders into the white
countries of the Northern Hemisphere is obviously a strategy
by the moneyed intelligentsia to keep the American public as
feeble minded as possible in order to maximize profits from
their various exploitation potential.”
One look at Minneapolis, Lewiston, Maine, Miami, LA and
Detroit should scare the daylights out of every American.
They are NO LONGER American cities.
We’ve got 45 million
foreign born in our country an tens of millions of them
subsist on welfare. That’s your money.
Kaminski said, Simple math: take a 68 IQ Somali and mix him in
with your average 93 IQ American and you get a country full of
low-ball retards, sucking at the public trough and
contributing nothing to the economy, just the way the Jews
want
it,
a
tried
and
true
recipe
for
social
disintegration.
(Source
for
IQ’s
per
country:
www.brainstate.org )
“This is the situation in the world today. That’s why all our
politicians are plastic and either totally in hock to the Jews
or not in office. I think that’s why Tulsi Gabbard was
eliminated by the Democrats from their prospective
presidential candidates.”

“This is our future, casting a giant black shadow as great as
our final black shadow that haunts us all, yes, that one that
is repressed, which by doing makes every answer we ever
invented totally false,” said Kaminski.
“We now have white
homosexuals and black Communists telling the rest of us
“normal” folk how to run the country. Of minorities telling
the majority what to do. It was a major mistake that we did
not oppose this with every resource at our command, because
now we have the tail clearly wagging the dog and our country
going down the drain.
Notice that most of Africa suffers from AIDS, Ebola, massive
childbirth rates, and everyone’s starving. It seems to be a
popular meme among blacks these days that they are “owed”
reparations for the indignities their ancestors endured in the
past. Yet in all these “Democratic” schemes there is never a
mention of how it was whites who saved so many Africans from
themselves from a continent that has proven itself unable to
develop civilized societies, or in some cases, unable to
refrain from eating each other for dinner.
“Does anybody remember why this country was founded — freedom
from the unfeeling acts of a foreign government controlling
our lives,” said Kaminski. “Yes, I know, that is what the
Indians told our forefathers, and what the Palestinians tell
us today about the homicidal, U.S. backed, Israelis. Since we
are saying this today, does that mean the fate of all
Americans is destined to mirror that of the American Indians
and Palestinians? Only you get to decide.”
Dear Fellow American: our Congress remains on schedule to
import another 110 million minorities from over 100 third
world countries. If they succeed within the next 30 years, do
you think our country, and/or your children stand a chance at
survival?
John Kaminski is a writer who lives on the Gulf Coast of
Florida, constantly trying to figure out why we are destroying

ourselves, and pinpointing a corrupt belief system as the
engine of our demise.

http://johnkaminski.org

Negative Impacts On Earth
From Advanced Technology
Within the last 120 years, humans jumped from horse and
buggies to rockets to Mars.
Technology today drives
everything we do, say, think and feel.
At first, technology engineered the automobile to give us
speed to travel, then the phone to give communication over
distances, and for the free spirits, airplanes gave us
flight.
Soon after, rockets to the moon, Mars and beyond.
In the last month, Sarah, a high school girl from Idaho asked
me to write about the negative aspects of advanced
technology. As I researched this column, it became dreadfully
apparent that we do not control technology; it controls us.
And, it’s destroying the planet on which we live.
In the past, 70 years since WWII, technology has caused more
harm, more danger, more death, more destruction and more
contamination of this planet than ever in the history of the
human race.
Additionally, it’s quickly driving us crazy
emotionally, spiritually and socially.
Let start off with the obvious negatives of technology:
Since 1965, plastics overtook everything, and today, they

pollute every piece of land, waterway and all the oceans
around the world. Plastics float and sink in our oceans to
the tune of 5.5 trillion pieces. Humans add 2.5 million 24/7.
That technology kills millions of marine life and avian life
around the planet 24/7. Worse, humans refuse to stop or do
anything to change it or improve it. Plastics will prove the
worse invention for the Natural World ever invented by humans.
Since 1950, humans created and continue to create more than
70,000 chemicals that they inject into the air, land and water
24/7. Point blank: we poison the nest that feeds us. We
poison the foods that nourish us. We poison everything on this
planet. Results range from bee colony collapse worldwide to
massive cancers in humans around the globe. We’ve got Big
Pharma companies spreading opioids that kill hundreds of
thousands and addict millions, but they continue to produce
and distribute their poisons.
Since 1904, the automobile took over the planet as to carbon
exhaust on the ground, in the air and underwater.
That
technology slowly but surely strangles the planet’s ability to
keep the oceans in PH balance, viable temperatures and
workable living conditions for all marine life.
In other
words, human technology puts all living creatures on this
planet at risk. Ultimately, it puts all humans at risk.
It is a fact that: whatever happens to plant and animal life
on this planet, ultimately it will circle back on humanity.
At this point, technology that allows humans to multiply at
terrific speeds as we grow from 7.6 billion to 10.1 billion by
2050.
We cause the extinction of over 100 species every
single day of the year, i.e., 24/7.
The famous Harvard
biology Edward O. Wilson said, “Humanity at the current
extinction rates very well could kill off 1/3 of all animal
life by 2050.”
It’s called the “Sixth Extinction Session.”
Because technology allows us to travel fast, spread our
poisons and cut away rain forests at over an acre per second
globally 24/7, the animals cannot adapt fast enough. (Source:

Animal Extinction rates by Dr. Norma Myers, Oxford University,
UK, 40-year study)
Another nasty piece of technology: the microwave. It alters
the foods that humans heat and then eat. For the cruelty of
some very sick humans, they use it to cook live animals, just
for fun. While you might enjoy a hot meal in seconds, that
food you eat destroys the bacterium in your stomach that keeps
your body healthy. More and more Americans suffer from gut
issues because of the processed foods they eat and the
microwaved foods they digest.
Another piece of technology: genetically modified organisms.
Monsanto and Bayer now poison the crops we eat with
glyphosates, but also genetically modify plants and fish into
different kinds of DNA not compatible with anything on this
planet. Monsanto infects the Natural World with GMO apples,
soy, corn, fruits of all kinds, fish and vegetables. Those
companies directly poison and destroy the pollinator bees that
make all life on this planet possible.
The CEO’s of those
big corporations should be arrested, prosecuted and jailed for
crimes against humanity and the Natural World. (this author’s
opinion)
Negative Effects of Technology on Today’s Youth
Kid Sloxs said, “Today’s world is crammed with technology.
Almost every family owns a computer, laptop, smartphone,
tablet, television etc. All these make our lives easier.
Originally created to serve faithfully to humanity, digital
devices have also revealed their harmful impact on our lives.
Many studies have concluded that our physical, social, and
mental health suffers because of the excessive exposure to
technology. Let’s discover the negative effects of technology
on different aspects of our lives.”
The Smart Phone allows instant communication around the world,
but it isolate and insulates countless millions of cell phone

addicts that curl into its mesmerizing power to cut them off
from social interaction.
NPR reported that teenagers in
America text 3,300 times a month. That’s over 110 messages a
day! How on Earth can such addicted individuals learn social
skills, study, eat, play and carry on normal life processes?
Answer: they don’t! They suffer from cell phone addiction.
Additionally, cell phone texting while driving causes over
4,000 deaths annually, second only to alcohol related driving
deaths.
Smart phones cause total disruption in a classroom, so much
so, kids fail to learn the basics of their educational
foundational building blocks.
Not to be outdone, cell phones cause millions of kids to live
sedate lives slouched over in an easy chair which causes them
to become obese. It creeps up on them, and suddenly, they’re
fat. That situation causes enormous health risks for a
lifetime and destroys-costs our health care system.
Cell phones cause mental and emotional consequences surfacing
across the modern world. Those phones ‘rewire’ kids’ brains
into unhealthy and oftentimes anti-social behaviors just now
surfacing around America and the world.
Cell phones have given rise to 43,000 child-teen pornography
sites in the USA as of 2019. That’s correct. Our children
face tremendously graphic and sickening sexually explicit
websites that destroy any kind of emotional-sexual balance in
their youthful lives. I have no clue as to where that aspect
of technology will end up.
So, as you can see, technology may have given us a washerdryer, kitchen stove and air conditioning—but today, it’s
giving us more consequences than anything every popped out of
Pandora’s Box.
Part 2:

Other consequences of technology as to this planet,

the future and human beings.
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